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ABSTRACT 
Results are obtained on the elements of the inverses of bantletl and k-Hessenl)erg 
nratrices. These generalize known results on tridiagonal ant1 Hessenberg matrices. 
In [ 11, Bukhberger and Emel’yanenko obtained a formula for the elements 
of the inverse of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. Ikebe [2] generalized this 
result to a general tridiagonal matrix in which the super- and subdiagonal 
elements are nonzero, and also derived a formula for the entries in the upper 
(lower) triangle of the inverse of a lower (upper) Hessenberg matrix in which 
the super- (sub-)diagonal elements are nonzero. It is these two results of Ikebe 
which we propose to generalize, the results obtained being considerably 
easier than those of Yamamoto and Ikebe [4]. 
We shall call an n x n matrix A = [a, j] lacer (upper) k-llessenherg if 
(1 = 0 for i < j - k (j < i - k). A is (p, q)-handed if it is simultaneously 
l&er p-Hessenberg and upper q-Hessenberg. Thus, as special cases, a 
Hessenberg matrix as usually defined is 1-Hessenberg in this notation, and a 
tridiagonal matrix is (1, 1)-banded. We shall say that A is strict lower (upper) 
k-Hessenberg if a i j # 0 for i = j - k ( j = i - k), and strict ( p, 9)-banded if 
~,~fOfor i= j-p and j=i-9. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a strict lower k-Hessenberg matrix of order n, and 
suppose that A is nonsingular, with inverse B. Then there exist two n x k 
mcltrices X und Y such thut the upper (k - 1)-Hessenberg part of B equals the 
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upprr (k - I)-Hessenherg part of SY“, i.e., 
‘,j = i: ‘irYjr for i<j+k. 
r=l 
71~ nwtris 1’ “ muy he chosen us the jbst k roux of B. 
There is a corresponding result for a strict upper k-Hessenberg matrix. 
To illustrate Theorem 1, suppose that 
230 0 
114 0 
1 5 -1 
A-’ = 
and then 
agrees with A- ’ in its upper triangular part, and, more surprisingly, also 
along the s&diagonal. 
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\Ve note that Theorem 1 is a direct generalization of Theorem 1 of [2], on 
pltttittg k = 1. Furthermore, X1”‘ can be expanded in terms of the col~ttntls 
S, , J’, of S, 1’ respectively (1 < r < k ) as 
SY7‘= XtYT + . . + X,Y;“, 
titakittg the generalization even more transparent. Ottr proof of Theorem 1 
also sheds light ttpon the rest& of Ikebe. 1)~ demonstrating the connection 
l)et\veen it and a method of Tang [:3] for solving qttasitridiagottal systertts. 
Roth IIS~ a form of Gaussian elimination in which, after cyclically permuting 
the rows of ~1, there is no pivoting. Thus it is hardly surprising that both can 
be made to fail for matrices of only moderate condition tiutnl~er. It should 
also be noted that after this permtttatiot~ a qnasitridiagottal matrix (i.e., a 
tridiagonal trtatrix A modified 1)~ tnaking (I ,It and (I, ,, ttottzero) ljecotnes 
upper 2-Hessenberg, and thus is covered by Theorem 1. Cyclically permuting 
the rows of A again also makes it lower 2-Hessenberg, and therefore the rest 
of the entries of its inverse may be calculated. 
The same method can be used on a “quasibanded” matrix, i.e., a banded 




,4= -2 2 
0 4 
:3 0 
we can form the lower 3-Hessenberg 
:3 0 5 
1 4 0 
:3 1 3 
1 
, 
2 3 ~ 3 
1 2 :3 
matrix 
1 4 0 
3 1 :3 
2 3 - n , 
1 2 :3 
:3 0 3 1 
attd we find that the upper 2-Hessenberg part of H ‘, namely 
12 
more than covers the upper triangular part of 
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after cyclically permuting the columns of BP ‘. It is also possible to perform 
the same cyclic permutation on matrices A such that a i j = 0 unless ( i - j 1 < p 
or Ii - jl>, n - p. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We show that B = A ’ has the desired form by 
exhibiting a reduction of A to I,, by means of elementary row operations. 
The same operations performed on I,, will then reduce it to B. First, partition 
A into four blocks: 
where C, T, D, E are (n-k)x k, (n-k)x(n- k), kx k, kx(n-k) 
respectively. We notice that T is lower triangular and has a nonzero diagonal, 
and therefore is invertible. 
The stages in our reduction of A to I, are as follows, where I, is placed 
besides A and undergoes the same row operations. 
(1) Rows (n - k + 1) to n of A are swapped to the top of A: 
[Et--F-] [~+!I$]* 
(2) The entries of E are eliminated, using the diagonal entries of T: 
[+----i-l [++I. 
Clearly now, for A to be invertible, the k x k matrix F has to be invertible. 
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(:3) F is reduced to lk: 
Put Y7’ = [ SI FP ‘1. Then Y ?‘ consists of the first k rows of A ‘. 
(4) 7’ is reduced to I,, k: 
Note that 1’ ’ is lower triangular. Put 
We see that G is the solution of the triangular system 7’G = C. 
(5) Eliminate G. A is now fully reduced to I,,, whereas I,, has become 
and the result is proved, since T-l avoids the upper (k - l)-Hessenberg part 
of this matrix. n 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a strict (p, q)-banded matrix of order n, and 
suppose that A is nonsingular, with inverse B. Then there exist two n x p 
matrices X and Y and two n x q matrices U and V such that the upper 
(p - 1)-Hessenberg part of B equals the upper (p - 1)-Hessenberg part of 
XY T, and the lower (q - l)-Hessenberg part of B equals the lower (q - l)- 
Hessenberg part of UV T. The matrices Y T, VT may be chosen as the first p 
rows and lust q rows of B respectively. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 on regarding A simultaneously as a 
lower p-Hessenberg and an upper q-Hessenberg matrix. n 
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COROLLARY. The inveme B of (1 strict (p, q)-hnndecl nwlrix A of orflfv n 
i,r fm~plctrly tletemined onw the entries in its jIrst p roux, lust p colunms, 
ficvt q fdunms, and lust q row urf? knoum. 
Proof. We use the first p rows and last p columns of B to calculate N, 
1~, by noticing that if Y’ equals the first p rows of H, and F ’ equals the last 
p c011111111s of Y 7‘, as in the proof of Theorem 1, then the last p cohunns of B 
are given by SE‘~~ I. Thus the solution of a set of np equations will give the 
matrix S. [In fact, only (n - p)p equations are needed, since the top block of 
S is clearly I,,.] Similarly, C’ and V may be found. n 
When A is strict tridiagonal, the corollary is an easy consequence of the 
results of Ikebe [2]. 
Finally, we turn to the computational aspects of Theorem 1. Clearly, in 
the notation of the proof of Theorem 1, we can readily solve the triangular 
system 1% = C, and hence construct X. We also need the first k rows, I”“, of 
the inverse of A, and these can be obtained by 
(a) eliminating the entries of _E, and keeping F and R; 
(I)) inverting the small square matrix F, and forming 
y’= [F ‘R 1 F-~‘]. 
Notice that in the tridiagonal case, step (1)) is trivial. 
Thus, we obtain an efficient method of calculating X and Y, and hence of 
forming the upper triangle of A I. Moreover, if A is banded, once X and Y 
have been calculated, and similarly C and V, then, as explained in [l], A-’ 
can be efficiently stored and accessed for the solution of linear systems 
involving A. 
After obtaining a numerical inverse B for the matrix A, and then 
calculating /HA - II,, for randomly generated tridiagonal matrices A, exam- 
ples were found for which this residual was roughly x’( A )lO- ’ in t-digit 
calculations, thus representing a loss of accuracy of about x(A) relative to 
what would be expected from a stable algorithm. Similar mistable results 
were obtained from other banded matrices. Since it seemed possible that it 
was a lack of accuracy in X, Y, CT, and V which was causing this discrepancy, 
an attempt was made to eliminate this possibility by calculating these foul 
matrices again directly from an accurate inverse A ’ of A obtained by the 
<>R factorization. The matrices Y”’ and V’ could be read directly from A ‘, 
and N and I’ then calculated to give best least-squares fit to the upper and 
the lower triangle of A ’ respectively. Surprisingjy, recalculating B from this 
new set S, Y, li, and V gave little improvement in the accuracy of B as a 
nlnmerical inverse of A. 
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Tl111s. though of theoretical interest, Theorems 1 ad 2 will only yield a 
\tal)le algorithm if some means of calculating these four thin matrices is found 
\~~llicd~ gives a more accurate fit to the two triangles of A ‘. Two possibilities 
Irlight be: 
( 1) Keplace S, Y by XN, YK ’ for some nonsingdar k X k matrix H 
(i.e.. 1”’ need not consist of the first k rows of A); 
(2) Let S, 1. be I x n matrices with 1 > k to introduce some redundancy 
into S and 1.. sufficient to allow the fit of Sl”‘ to A ’ to be improved. 
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